Terms of cooperation.
The minimum sum of the order is 25 000 Russian roubles. An obligatory term at the initial stage of
cooperation is 100% prepayment. You can also ship the goods directly from a warehouse in Slonim and
Ltd."Romgil-M" in Moscow.
The shipment of the goods with the zero rate of the VAT:
It is carried out directly from a warehouse in Slonim. Production is shipped to the Russian Federation at
cost prices of the enterprise with the zero rate of the VA. According to the intergovernmental agreement
between the Russian Federation and the Republic of Belarus, the VAT is paid on the party of the buyer.
According to the contract on delivery you are to pay the corresponding sum of the VAT by a principle
of the country of appointment and later to give us the 3rd copy of acknowledgement on the VAT payment,
assured by an official stamp of tax departments. All the questions concerning the registration and payment of
the VAT you can specify at your local tax inspection registration or at our experts.
Cargo delivery is carried out:
- By the railway, the costs are paid by the supplier
- By the motor transportation company "Autotrading". The costs of transportation to Minsk
are paid by the supplier. The costs from Minsk to destination are paid by the buyer.
The shipment of goods taking into account the VAT is carried out from a warehouse in Moscow:
Moscow, Novgorodskaja str, 1 (metro Altufjevo)
Tel. +375 29 3446034
e-mail: romgil-m@romgil.com
The list of necessary documents for conclusion the contract on delivery:
For legal bodies:
The certificate on entering in the Single State Register ;
The power of attorney on the right of the conclusion of the contract (if there are no powers);
The certificate on registration in tax inspection;
Charter copy;
Requisites
For sole proprieties:
The certificate on entering in Single State Register;
The power of attorney assured by the notary (if there are no powers)
The certificate on statement on the account in tax departments in a residence;
Passport copy.

